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Abstract

This paper presents a new approach for tracking objects in
complex situations such as people in a crowd or players on
a soccer field. Each object in the image is represented by
several interest points (IPs). These IPs are obtained using a
color version of the Harris IP detector. Each IP is charac-
terized by the local appearance (chromatic first-order local
jet) of the object and by geometric parameters. We track
objects by matching IPs from image to image based on the
Mahalanobis distance. The approach is robust to occlusion.
Performance is illustrated by some examples.

1. Introduction
We are interested in the tracking of multiple objects in color
video sequences of complicated scenes, i.e., where objects
can have different sizes, be rigid (e.g., cars) or non-rigid
(e.g., people) or occlude each other. Most current track-
ing systems do not deal well with such different conditions.
Most are either based on region extraction using a back-
ground model [3, 13] or on contour extraction using particle
filtering [5, 7].

In our approach, an object is characterized by a set of in-
terest points (IPs) obtained with a color Harris detector [9].
Each IP is characterized by its local appearance (a vector of
local characteristics). The use of a set of IPs allows us to
track an object through partial occlusion as long as one or
more points remain visible. In addition, to increase robust-
ness, we exploit potential geometric relationships between
the IPs.

IPs with local descriptors have been used successfully
for point matching in stereo reconstruction [10], image in-
dexing [8], and object recognition [11]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at track-
ing objects using color IPs characterized both by local de-
scriptors and by a geometric model. Recently, Gouet and
Lameyre [2] presented a tracker that uses IPs and snakes,
but in grayscale images, without geometric model, and only
for a single object in the scene.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the color version of the Harris IP detector. In Section 3, we
present the proposed tracking system, which combines an

appearance model and a geometric model of each object.
In Section 4, we show that our approach can track objects
through occlusions. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude and
propose some future research directions.

2 Color Harris detector
An IP is a point in an image where significant changes oc-
cur. Example IPs are corners, junctions, black dots on white
background, and locations with significant texture changes.
Several IP detectors have been developed over the last two
decades. Schmid and Mohr [12] compare the performance
of several of them.

The most popular IP detector is the Harris detector [4].
While this detector only applies to grayscale images, Mon-
tesinos et al. [9] generalized it to color images. The IPs
produced by their detector are defined as the positive local
extrema of the intermediate grayscale image

R(x, y) = det(M(x, y)) − k(trace(M(x, y)))2, (1)

where k is typically set to 0.04 (as suggested by Harris and
Stephens [4]) and M(x, y) is the 2 × 2 matrix

M(x, y) =
(

M11(x, y) M12(x, y)
M12(x, y) M22(x, y)

)

constructed at each point of the image in terms of the three
intermediate grayscale images M11(x, y), M12(x, y), and
M22(x, y) defined as

M11(x, y) = Gσi ⊗ (r2
x + g2

x + b2
x)

M12(x, y) = Gσi ⊗ (rxry + gxgy + bxby)
M22(x, y) = Gσi

⊗ (r2
y + g2

y + b2
y),

where Gσi is an isotropic 2D Gaussian with variance
σ2

i , ⊗ denotes the 2D convolution operation, and cx and
cy represent the first-order Gaussian derivatives of the
channels c of the original image I(x, y) with c ∈ {r, g, b}.
These derivatives are implemented using a 1D Gaussian
with variance σ2

d.

According to the comparisons made by Gouet and Bou-
jemaa [1], the above detector appears to be the most stable
among the popular color IP detectors with regard to illumi-
nation changes, noise, rotation, and viewpoint changes.
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3 Tracking system

The goal of the proposed system is to track objects from
frame to frame in a color video sequence. In the present
form of our system, we assume for the first frame (n = 0)
of the sequence that the objects to be tracked are well sep-
arated and that we manually define a rectangular region of
interest (ROI) around each of them. Then, the system op-
erates fully autonomously starting with the second frame
(n = 1). In each frame n, we apply the color Harris de-
tector to each ROI. For n = 0, we ignore the IPs detected
outside the object. To track objects, we search for the corre-
spondences between the IPs in the current frame and those
in the previous frame based on a combination of an appear-
ance model and a geometric model.

3.1 Combined appearance and geometric
model

The appearance model of an object consists of the ensemble
of IPs (in the corresponding ROI) characterized by a vector
containing some local attributes. The most commonly used
point descriptors are: the local jet which is a vector of coef-
ficients characterizing the local graylevel surface by a Tay-
lor expansion [6], the differential invariants which combine
the elements of the local jet to achieve invariance to im-
age rotation [11], and the Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) which represents a neighborhood by a large feature
vector invariant to rotation and scaling, as well as robust
to small changes in translation, illumination, and affine or
projection transformations [8].

Since our application involves raw video sequences, we
do not generally have to deal with significant changes from
frame to frame. Thus, we do not have a need for differen-
tial invariants or SIFT. Therefore, the local jet is particularly
adequate for our purpose. In fact, Gouet and Boujemaa [1]
showed that, in the case of video sequences, point matching
with the local jet gives better results than with differential
invariants. Since we deal with color images, we use the lo-
cal jet for each color channel. Since high-order derivatives
are very sensitive to image noise, we use only the local jet
up to order 1. It is made up of the channels r, g, and b and
the Gaussian derivatives rx, gx, bx, ry , gy , and by .

In addition to the local jet, we use the local cornerness
R given by Eq. 1. Our tests indicate that R helps in tracking
IPs from frame to frame.

The drawback of using only an appearance model is that
an IP could be matched with a look-alike even though these
points are located far away from each other. E.g., for a soc-
cer player, the IPs located above the right and left socks are
very similar in appearance and could be confused.

Thus, to track an object robustly, we augment its appear-

ance model with a geometric model. This model describes
the coordinates (xc, yc) of the IPs with respect to the object
center, defined as the center of gravity of the IPs character-
izing the object (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: An object is characterized by a set of IPs, each
characterized by a set of local-appearance attributes, and by
its location relative to the object center, i.e., the center of
gravity of the IPs.

Below, we denote each IP in any particular ROI in frame
n, by j with j ∈ {1, . . . , P (n)}. The key element in our
approach to tracking is the combined appearance and geo-
metric feature vector defined for each j, in frame n, by

Vj(n) = (r, g, b, rx, gx, bx, ry , gy , by , R, xc, yc) , (2)

where all vector elements were introduced above. An object
O in frame n is thus modelled by

V O(n) = {Vj(n) | j = 1, . . . , P (n)}. (3)

3.2 Tracking algorithm
Consider a particular ROI (surrounding an object of inter-
est) being tracked from frame to frame, say from n−1 to n.
The basic problem is to find, for each IP i ∈ {1, . . . , P (n−
1)}, the best matching IP j ∈ {1, . . . , P (n)}. To find j, we
compare all Vj(n)’s to Vi(n − 1), as illustrated in Fig. 2.

A natural choice for the goodness of match is the Maha-
lanobis distance between Vi(n − 1) and Vj(n),

d2
M (i, j) = (Vi(n−1)−Vj(n))T C−1(Vi(n−1)−Vj(n)),

(4)
where C is the covariance matrix measured first in a train-
ing sequence and then updated for the correctly matched
IPs during the tracking.

IP j is declared to match IP i if it minimizes dM (i, j),
1 ≤ j ≤ P (n), and if this minimum is inferior to a thresh-
old θ. Clearly, some IPs i and j may remain unmatched.
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Figure 2: To track the IPs (belonging to a particular ob-
ject) from frame n − 1 to frame n, we consider each IP in
frame n − 1 and we attempt to find a match among all IPs
in frame n.

In fact, we use a Kalman filter to predict the position of
the center of a ROI in frame n. Ideally, this ROI would be
centered over the corresponding object. However, this is
rarely the case. Then, the new position of the object center
is computed as explained in the next section. Finally, we
search for the matching IPs.

In addition to the IPs in ROI(n) that have been success-
fully matched, we also include in V O(n) any IP in ROI(n)
that falls within the bounding rectangle of those success-
fully matched IPs. This is to take into account the newly
appearing IPs that presumably belong to the corresponding
object.

Algorithm 1 below describes our approach to tracking a
given object from frame to frame.

3.3 Centering algorithm
To compute the coordinates (xc, yc) used in Vj(n) in Eq. 2,
we need the location of the object center (OC) in the ROI
in frame n. When applying the color Harris detector to a
given ROI, we are likely to find IPs in the background, such
as those of ROI(n) in Fig. 2. In this case, the center of grav-
ity of the IPs does not correspond to the OC. Moreover, as
explained earlier, the estimation of the Kalman filter is not
precise, i.e., the OC is not exactly in the middle of the corre-
sponding ROI. The following algorithm will give us a more
precise location of the OC.

If we assume that the IPs do not move much with respect
to the OC from frame n − 1 to frame n, we can determine
the presumed OC in frame n as follows. We successively
consider the best B matches j → i using only the appear-
ance features, i.e., the matches obtained using the Maha-
lanobis distance with Vi(n − 1) and Vj(n) limited to their
first 10 features. For each of these matches, we compute
the displacement vector (Δx, Δy) of point j with respect

Algorithm 1 TRACKING (for each object of interest)
1: Initialization : (a) Manually define ROI of object O in

frame n = 0. (b) Apply color Harris detector to ROI,
manually select IPs belonging to O. (c) Compute cen-
ter of O as center of gravity of its IPs, and determine
V O(0).

2: for frame n = 1 to N do
3: Set V O(n) = ∅.
4: Estimate position of ROI(n) using Kalman filter.
5: Apply color Harris detector and fill vectors Vj(n)

with appearance features.
6: Compute new position of object center using Algo-

rithm 2 below.
7: Augment vectors Vj(n) with geometric features.
8: for i = 1 to P (n − 1) do
9: for j = 1 to P (n) do

10: Compute dM (i, j) using Eq. 4.
11: end for
12: if min(dM (i, j)) < θ then
13: Match j to i and add Vj(n) to V O(n).
14: end if
15: end for
16: Include in V O(n) any other IPs that falls within

bounding rectangle of successfully matched j’s.
17: end for

to point i. A rough estimate of the OC in frame n is then
obtained by adding this vector to the OC in frame n − 1,

xoc(n) = xoc(n − 1) + Δx (5)
yoc(n) = yoc(n − 1) + Δy.

We then compute a more precise estimate of the OC in
frame n by using a trimmed mean over the B above co-
ordinates with 50% outlier rejection. This is illustrated by
point C in Fig. 3. Then, we suppress any value that is far
from this mean. In the particular case of Fig. 3, we see that
the rough estimate C3 of the OC is far from C. Therefore,
we remove C3 and any similar outliers, and we recompute
the average with the remaining points yielding C as shown
in Fig. 3.

Algorithm 2 describes the process of robustly computing
the new object center. This process is very useful when
an object is not in the middle of the corresponding ROI or
when it is occluded.

This process is very useful when an object is not in the
middle of the corresponding ROI or when it is occluded.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the operation of the proposed
tracker. The objects are correctly tracked even when the
ROIs are not centered on the objects (as in frame 16 of
Fig. 4) or when the object is occluded (as in frames 28, 36,
and 46 of Fig. 5).
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Algorithm 2 CENTERING
1: Determine the best B matches j → i based only on

appearance features.
2: Compute the B corresponding centers Cb using Eq. 5.
3: Compute the mean value C of the B centers using a

trimmed mean.
4: for b = 1 to B do
5: if Cb is far from C then
6: Suppress the corresponding match j → i.
7: end if
8: end for
9: Compute the mean value C of the remaining centers.

Figure 3: Illustration of the process for estimating the object
center (OC) in frame n using Algorithm 2. C3 is an example
of an outlier removed at Step 6 of Algorithm 2. Final object
center is C.

Figure 4: Example showing robustness of Algorithm 1
when the ROI is not centered over the tracked object. (ROI
is full image shown.)

4 Mutual occlusions

In Section 3, we focused on tracking isolated objects.
Tracking objects in crowded scenes necessarily leads to the
problem of tracked objects occluding each other.

4.1 Disputed points

To deal with occlusion, it is useful to define some predicate
indicating whether an occlusion is present or not. Here, we

Figure 5: Example showing robustness of Algorithm 1
when the tracked object is occluded. (ROI is defined by
the rectangle.)

say that an occlusion occurs when two or more ROIs inter-
sect.

When we detect an occlusion, we first apply Algorithm 1
to each ROI. Second, we collect the IPs that are in the in-
tersection of the ROIs, as illustrated in Fig. 6 in the case of
two ROIs. We refer to these points as the disputed points.
Finally, we assign each disputed point to one of the objects
involved in the occlusion based on the complete feature vec-
tor.

Figure 6: The points in ROI1(n) (respectively, in ROI2(n))
are the IPs obtained using Algorithm 1. The points in the
intersection of ROI1(n) and ROI2(n) are defined as the
disputed points.

A disputed point k will belong to an object O if it has
the smallest minimum for the distance dO

M (i, k), where
i = 1, . . . , P (n − 1) and P (n − 1) is the number of in-
terest points that describe object O in frame n − 1. Note
that we use all IPs deemed to belong to O in the previous
frame.
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4.2 Recovering totally occluded objects

Let ηO(n) be the number of matches i → j found for ob-
ject O in frame n. We say that O is totally occluded in
frame n when ηO(n) is less then 3. To recover O in the
next frame, we use a reference appearance model for O.

When an object is totally occluded, the position of its
center is set to the position of the Kalman filter prediction
of the corresponding ROI. Then, we apply the color Harris
detector to the ROI, but characterize each IP with only the
first 10 features of Eq. 2. Finally, we match this description
of the object to a reference model V O

r (n).
The reference model V O

r (n) corresponds to the mean ap-
pearance of the object O in frame n. It is updated from
frame to frame whenever the object is correctly detected
(i.e., with ηO(n) ≥ 3). The updating uses a weighted aver-
age of all the IPs vectors, symbolically written as

V O
r (n) = αV O

r (n − 1) + (1 − α)mean(V O(n)), (6)

where α ∈ [0, 1] and the Vj(n)’s of V O(n) contain only
the appearance features.

Algorithm 3 describes our approach to tracking through
occlusions.

Algorithm 3 TRACKING THROUGH OCCLUSIONS
1: for each object O do
2: if ηO(n − 1) < 3 then
3: Mark O as being totally occluded.
4: Apply color Harris detector to ROI.
5: Search for IPs that resemble V O

r (n − 1).
6: end if
7: end for
8: Apply Algorithm 1 to each ROI.
9: if two or more ROIs intersect then

10: Find the K disputed points.
11: for k = 1 to K do
12: for each object O in occlusion do
13: Search for mini(dO

M (i, k)),
14: where i = 1, . . . , ηO(n − 1).
15: end for
16: Assign k to object O having the smallest mini-

mum.
17: end for
18: end if
19: for each object O do
20: Compute ηO(n).
21: if ηO(n) ≥ 3 then
22: Update V O

r (n).
23: end if
24: end for

5 Experimental results
As an experiment we tested the proposed algorithm in two
different conditions: first with a short soccer sequence of
50 frames taken with a moving camera and second with an
indoor scene of 200 frames taken with a fixed camera.

In both cases, we apply Algorithm 3 for two people
crossing each other. Figures 8 and 9 show some results
where an occlusion is involved. We can see that, in both
cases, the two persons near the center of the frames are cor-
rectly tracked through the occlusion.

One of the limitations of our approach is that when an
object is detected as lost, we assume that it will continue its
trajectory in the same direction and at the same speed. How-
ever, this assumption is often violated in practice. Figure 7
illustrates a situation where the tracking falls.

Figure 7: Example showing the result of tracking one object
through an occlusion using Algorithm 3. The tracker loses
the object.

6 Conclusions and future work
We have proposed a new approach for object tracking using
color interest points (IPs). In this approach, an object is de-
fined by a set of IPs detected with the color version of the
Harris detector. Each point is first characterized by its local
appearance, i.e., the color local jet up to order 1 plus the
cornerness. Each point is further characterized by its posi-
tion relative to the estimated center of the object. The use
of a set of IPs allows us to track an object through partial
occlusion as long as several points remain visible. The im-
plemented system has been successfully tested on different
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Figure 8: First example describing the result of tracking two objects through occlusion using Algorithm 3. The dashed line
on an ROI boundary indicates that the corresponding object O is totally occluded, which means that O is described by less
then 3 IPs. Both players near the center of the frames are correctly tracked through the occlusion.

Figure 9: Second example describing the result of tracking two objects through occlusion using Algorithm 3.

scenes, thereby showing its generality.
In the current version of the system, we assume that the

objects of interest in the first frame of the sequence are well
separated and we manually place the ROIs around the ob-
jects as well as remove the IPs falling on the background.
In future versions, we will, among other things, (a) fully
automate the processing of first frame, (d) deal with objects
entering or leaving the field of view, and (c) make the geo-
metric model orientation independent.
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